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This presentation and all factual assertions, opinions and interpretations, legal and otherwise, are those solely of the author and not of the Port of Houston Authority, the American Association of Port Authorities or other person or organization.

This presentation is intended to be introductory only and is not guaranteed to be free of error. The TWIC Rule is pending further regulations, directives and guidance from the USCG and TSA. Ports implementing a TWIC Program should not base their reliance on this presentation but should rather study and consider directly the TWIC Final Rule, the draft and final TWIC Navigation and Vessel Circular (NVIC), and recommendations and directives of their COTP and other regulatory authorities.
TWIC – Some Issues & Challenges

1. Deadlines; What to Do Now

2. Escort Requirements & Consequences, including Re-definition of Port Secured/Public Access Areas and New Hire Rules

3. Who Needs a TWIC; Who Does Not?

4. Responsibilities/Liabilities of Owners/Operators of Facilities
Challenge/Issue No. 1: DEADLINES – WHAT TO DO NOW

- February 13, 2007: Today
- February 28, 2007 (15 days): Draft Specifications for Card Readers: (NOT PART OF TWIC FINAL RULE)
- March 6, 2007 (21 days): PSGP Round 7 Deadline – TWIC expenses
- March 26, 2007 (41 days): TWIC Final Rule Effective Date and TWIC Compliance Start Date for TSA/Lockheed Martin
- April 2, 2007 (48 days) – this is the date by which Notice must be given to those determined by DHS to be in the first tier compliance group (top 10 priority ports)
- July 1, 2007 (137 days): TWIC Compliance Deadline for “Top 10 Priority (Riskiest) Ports” (what ports are in this group – no notice yet – notice must be provided by Coast Guard COPT 90 days or more prior to compliance date)
- July 25, 2007 (33 CFR 105.115 and 105.415): Deadline for Submission of Amendments to FSPs for Ports Desiring to Change Secure Areas into Public Areas, etc. (Is this a real deadline? Does this present an opportunity to get USCG approval of your TWIC program?)
- January 1, 2008 (9 ½ months): TWIC Compliance Deadline for Next “40 Priority Ports”
- September 25, 2008: TWIC Compliance Deadline for credentialed Merchant Mariners
- January 1, 2009: All Other Facility Owner/Operators (22 CFR 105.115(e).
WHAT TO DO NOW
(CONTINUED)

- Review carefully:
  (1) Final TWIC Rule, and
  (2) TWIC NVIC (presently in draft form)

- Include in your early review: Senior Management, Port Police and Security Department, Legal, Human Resources (e.g. new hire rules)

- Find out if you are a “Top 10”, “Top 40” or “Other” Port – contact your COTP; watch for Notice (must be given 90 days or more before Compliance Date for your Port)
WHAT TO DO NOW
(CONTINUED)

• Decide who will pay the $137.25 TWIC fee – Port Employer or Port Employees (per regulations, Employees must pay themselves if no decision made otherwise)

• Give Notice to your Employees ASAP (no later, in any event, as soon as you receive Notice of your Compliance Date)

• Plan and give Educational Program to your Employees & Security Force (and others as necessary or appropriate)
• Decide whether to request from USCG a modification of your Port Security Plan (deadline for this, per 33 CFR 105.115 is July 25, 2007) – pay close attention to Escort Requirements and their cost in making this decision – Remember, you need USCG approval and you can not make an area with a maritime security risk a non-secure area in order to lessen your escort/monitoring requirements; the standard, per the CFR, is whether the areas in question are “directly connected to maritime transportation or are at risk of being in a transportation security incident.”
WHAT TO DO NOW
(CONTINUED)

• Decide what Procurements are necessary for TWIC Compliance
  – Cost of TWIC cards: $137.25 x No. of Employees (not legally required)
  – Fencing; Cameras (for Escort Monitoring requirements; for re-definition of your Secure/Restricted/Public Areas
  – Card Readers: The TWIC Final Rule does NOT require them. A NEW RULE to be issued in the future (2008 or 2009?) will cover Card Reader requirements. But if you are in a Pilot Program, or if you are incorporating TWIC into existing badge programs, you may find yourself considering whether a current card reader investment is worth the risk of non-compatibility with future card reader requirements.

• Decide whether to submit a proposal for TWIC-related expenses as part of PSGP Round 7 (March 7)
  – Not clear what expenses may be approved
  – Note that Round 7 grant officials are saying that “all or none” of a project request will be granted
Challenge/Issue No. 2:

Escort Requirements and Consequences
Escort Requirements

- Without a TWIC card, no access will be permitted to “secure areas” of MTSA-regulated facilities unless a person is escorted (and there is compliance with certain other rules).
- TWIC escorts must be TWIC cardholders themselves.
Escort Requirements
(continued)

• Port facilities may have:
  – **Secure areas** – side-by-side escort not required as long as the method of surveillance or monitoring is **sufficient** is sufficient to allow for a quick response should an individual “under escort” be found where he or she has not been authorized or if engaging in activities other than those for which escorted access was granted; up to 10 persons can be escorted by a TWIC escort
  – **Restricted areas** – side-by-side escort **required** required for non-TWIC holders and **up to 5 persons** can be escorted by a TWIC escort
  – **Public (non-secure) areas**
Escort Requirements
(continued)

• Secure Areas
  – The area over which an owner/operator has implemented security measures for access control to reduce the risk of a TSI. It is the entire area within the outer-most access control perimeter of a facility, with the exception of public access areas, and it encompasses all restricted areas. It is bound by the fence line or other barrier, waterfront, and the gates which provide access to the secure area.
Escort Requirements
(continued)

• Restricted areas
  – Fall within the secure areas; they are the infrastructure or locations identified in an area, vessel or facility security assessment or by the operator that require limited access and a higher degree of security protection. 33 CFR 101.105.
Escort Requirements  
(continued)

- Public access areas

  - Non-secure areas; a port may apply for a redefinition of their secure and non-secure areas so that the secure areas include only the maritime-related transportation section of the facility. BUT USCG advises that the FSP must still cover the facility as originally submitted – the only difference is that the TWIC Rules will not apply to that part of the facility that has been approved as a public access area rather than a secure area. Other security requirements remain the same (e.g. access control other than through TWIC rules).

  - In applying for a redefinition, there may be an opportunity here to revise your plan to not only re-define secure and non-secure areas, but also to include your TWIC Program procedures and get an approval of them from the USCG.

  - A public access area is a defined space within a facility that is open to all persons and provides pedestrian access through the facility from public thoroughfares to the vessel. Any facility serving ferries or passenger vessels certificated to carry more than 150 passengers, other than cruise ships, may designate an area within the facility as a public access area. (From TSA TWIC FAQS, page 4.) This is a somewhat narrow definition that would not appear to include all types of public access areas.

  - Facilities may NOT exclude from “secure areas” container yards, tank farms, storage areas with material intended for trans-shipment by all modes of transportation including pipelines and passenger terminals.
Escort Requirements
(continued)

• Monitoring
  – Must enable sufficient observation of the individual with a means to respond if they are observed to be engaged in an unauthorized activity or in an unauthorized area.
  – Can be accomplished in a number of ways, for example:
    • Close circuit television (CCTV) as long as the CCTV is monitored by a TWIC holder and would allow an operator to see in sufficient detail if the non-TWIC holder was moving to an unauthorized area or was engaged in unauthorized activities.
    • Intelligent video systems if the operator can demonstrate “equivalency of coverage” to the monitored CCTV system. Owners/operators must ensure that adequate measures such as security patrols are in place to respond to unauthorized activities.
    • Other arrangements, using a combination of security patrols or roving watches, automatic intrusion-detection devices or surveillance equipment may be acceptable if they provide reasonable assurance that a non-TWIC holder is not engaging in activities other than those for which the access was granted.
Challenge/Issue No. 3: Who needs a TWIC? Who does not?

**General Rule:** Those requiring unescorted access to Port facilities must get a TWIC:

- Port Employees
- Port FSOs, Police and Private Security Guards
- Tenants and Their Employees
- Longshoremen
- Others Frequenting Port Facilities:
  - Contractors
  - Truck Drivers
  - Rail Workers
  - Vessel Crew
Who needs a TWIC? Who does not?

**DOES NOT NEED A TWIC:**
- Emergency Responders
- Federal, State and Local Public Officials (must present their agency credentials for visual inspection).
- Area Maritime Security Committee Members (name-based terrorist check)
- New Hires While TWIC Application Pending
- Merchant Marines with Proper Substitute Identification prior to September 25, 2008 (46 CFR 15.415)
- Escorted Persons
  - The public
  - TWIC holders having lost, stolen or damaged TWICs, who have reported same and re-applied (7 days)
  - Others having authorized business at port facilities who are escorted
- Persons in public access areas (non-secure) areas of facilities
Who does not need a TWIC?
(continued)

• **New Hires** (other than FSO’s, security officers, or others with security as their primary duty):
  – Once new hires have applied for a TWIC (and initial name-based check and other requirements are met), they may work in “secure areas” for 30 days if no other circumstances causing reasonable suspicion
  – New hires, in order to fit under the new hire rules, must need access to secure areas immediately to prevent adverse impact on operation
  – The key is “accompanied access” – up to 25% of employees; 25 employee work unit limits
Who does not need a TWIC?
(continued)

Emergency respondents do not require a TWIC to have unescorted access.
Challenge/Issue No. 4:
What are the duties/liabilities of Facility Owner/Operators under the TWIC Regulations?

Ensure the TWIC Program is properly implemented and your security guards and others are well trained.
What are the duties/liabilities of Facility Owner/Operators under the TWIC Regulations? (continued)

- 33 CFR 105.200 et seq.
  - Ensure that only individuals who hold a TWIC and are authorized to be in the secure area are permitted to escort
  - Identify the action to be taken by an escort or other authorized individual should individuals requiring escort engage in activities other than those for which escorted access was granted
  - Notify facility employees and passengers of what parts of the facility are secure areas and public access areas and ensure such areas are clearly marked
  - Ensure restricted areas are controlled
What are the duties/liabilities of Facility Owner/Operators under the TWIC Regulations? (continued)

- Ensure adequate coordination of security issues takes place between the facility and vessels including execution of a DoS
- Ensure the report of breaches of security (e.g. fraudulent or expired TWIC card) and TSIs to the National Response Center
- Inform facility personnel of their responsibility to apply for and maintain a TWIC, including the deadlines and methods for such applications and of their obligation to inform TSA of any event that would render them ineligible for a TWIC or would invalidate their existing IDs
- Ensure protocols for dealing with individuals with lost, stolen or damaged TWICs or who have applied but not yet received a TWIC (including new hires) are in place
- Control access to the facility and prevent unescorted individuals from entering into an area of the facility that is designated as a secure area
What are the duties/liabilities of Facility Owner/Operators under the TWIC Regulations? (continued)

– Ensure that the TWIC Program is implemented per 33 CFR 255.105(c); see also draft NVIC at Section 3.3):

  All persons seeking unescorted access to secure areas must present their TWIC for inspection before being allowed unescorted access, including:

  – A match of the photo on the TWIC to the individual presenting the TWIC
  – Verification that the TWIC has not expired
  – A visual check of the various security features present on the card to determine whether the TWIC has been tampered with or forged
What are the duties/liabilities of Facility Owner/Operators under the TWIC Regulations? (continued)

If owner/operator is presented with a fraudulent TWIC, owner/operator shall:

- prevent unauthorized access to secure areas
- ask for alternate forms of ID to verify
- call COTP Situation Controller (call NRC if more than one TWIC involved or individual presents fraudulent TWIC multiple times)
  - ask individual to remain at access control point until Coast Guard arrives
  - only a federal official may confiscate a TWIC from an individual, even a fraudulent or tampered TWIC
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Conclusion

When it comes to TWIC Rules and Their Implementation, Be “Vewy, Vewy Careful”